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russ collapses and the accidents that result from them can be devastating. 
When a case goes into litigation, proving negligence can become a mat-

ter of one expert opinion versus an opposing expert opinion. Thankfully, modern 
science and technology help us generate data to make compelling cases to either 
prove or disprove allegations in a court of law. In the same way the medical field 
uses DNA testing, the building industry now has SBCRI to provide facts to deter-
mine what really took place in the event of a product claim against structural build-
ing components or relating to frame construction of a particular project. This very 
real case demonstrates SBCRI’s power and effectiveness.

The Accident 
A three-man framing crew was setting roof trusses at the jobsite of a new single 
family home in the Midwest. One man was nailing in top chord lateral restraint 
near the ridge of a truss, while the other two men end-nailed the truss to the wall 
on one end and the girder truss on the other end, while also walking on the bot-
tom chord to install top chord lateral restraint. While the men moved to the next 
truss in the sequence, truss “A2” fell and the worker on the ridge also fell roughly 
20' to the concrete garage floor below. He died on impact.

Additional relevant facts: 
•  The truss system was braced better than most (see bracing in photos above).
•  Hangers were not used to attach the common trusses to the girder truss span-

ning the garage walls. Three 16d nails were used to attach each carried truss 
over the garage to the girder.

•  The trusses were built with #2 Southern Pine chords. Truss A2 fell to the con-
crete floor and broke at two visible knots along the bottom chord.

•  Worker 1, positioned at the truss ridge, weighed approximately 240 lbs.
•  The truss manufacturer provided an SBCA jobsite package with the truss 

delivery.
•  The BCSI documents delivered in the jobsite package state on several occasions 

that appropriate hangers should be used in accordance with the truss manufactur-
er’s instructions prior to truss installation. (See sidebar for specific language.) 
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The Suit Against Heartland
The victim’s wife and family sued 
Heartland Wood Products, the truss 
manufacturer, for negligence. The vic-
tim worked for his father’s construction 
company and was also framing his own 
new house at the time of the accident.

The Plaintiffs alleged that the truss that 
failed was “in a defective condition [and] 
unreasonably dangerous when put to a 
reasonably anticipated use at the time it 
was designed, manufactured, sold and 
distributed by [Heartland].” In addition, 
the Plaintiff alleged that the truss was 
not designed or manufactured with ade-
quate strength, and that Heartland failed 
to properly inspect it before use.

The Plaintiff also sued Heartland for 
product defect, claiming that the roof 
truss was “defective and [in an] unrea-
sonably dangerous condition in that it 
did not have adequate strength for its 
reasonable foreseeable use due to the 
excessive amount and size of knots in 
the wood.” They alleged that the truss 
failed because the knots along the bot-
tom chord (see photo below) weakened 
the truss, broke and caused the truss to 
fall to the ground.

The Plaintiff sought damages exceed-
ing $2 million.

Worker 1 was positioned at the ridge of the truss (top circle in red). Worker 2 (lower circle in red) was installing carried trusses with 3-16d nails through the single 
ply girder bottom chord. (It was intended to be a 2-ply girder, and the second ply was going to be added later.) When truss A2 fell straight down to the ground, 
Worker 1 fell with it and died. 

by Kirk Grundahl, P.E. & Libby Maurer

Without the ability to perform proprietary testing in SBCRI,  
the outcome of this case could have been much different.

Warning Language  
Found in BCSI

The fact that Heartland sent an SBCA 
Jobsite Package with its truss delivery was 
critical in this case. SBCA recommends 
that component manufacturers send—at 
minimum—a standard SBCA jobsite pack-
age with each delivery. It contains these 
BCSI documents: Jobsite Package Cover 
Sheet, Checklist for Handling & Installing 
Trusses, BCSI-B1, BCSI-B2, BCSI-B3 and 
BCSI-B4. Among other important safety 
warnings, they contain language inform-
ing the framer to be certain that hangers 
are properly installed before installing the 
trusses, including:

•  “Refer to the Construction Documents or 
the Truss Placement Diagram (if/when 
required by Contract) for the hanger loca-
tions. Hangers shall be correctly attached. 
Refer to hanger manufacturer’s specifica-
tions for installation information.”

•  “All anchors, hangers, tie-downs, and 
bearing ledgers that are part of the 
supporting structure shall be accurately 
and properly placed and permanently 
attached before Truss erection, installa-
tion begins. Properly connect the Truss 
to each support.” 

•  “Warning! The structure is not struc-
turally sound, stable or safe until all 
the hardware, restraints and Bracing are 
properly installed.”

•  “Are all required hangers, angle clips, 
tie-downs, and restraint/bracing materi-
als onsite and located where they will be 
readily accessible when needed? Obtain 
all materials or parts prior to starting the 
Truss erection process. Do not attempt 
to ‘make do’ without all required mate-
rials. Jobsite safety has no room for 
shortcuts.”

Top chord lateral restraint is visible in the photos above.
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to Disprove Product Defect Claims

Continued on page 18

Below: Truss A2 cracked in the bottom chord. The 
Plaintiff’s expert alleged a knot in the same loca-
tion broke and caused the collapse.
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Defendant Heartland Wood Products sought SBCRI’s testing services to define the 
facts of the case: 1) The truss falling in the manner that it did, straight down to the 
ground, was not a typical truss falling mode during the installation process, and 2) 
even if the bottom chord broke at a knot, as alleged by the Plaintiff, the truss would 
not fall in the manner that it did.

Based on knowledge of structural engineering and pictures Robert MacGillivray 
(President of Heartland) took at the jobsite after the accident, he knew the Plaintiff’s 
allegations could not be correct. The challenge, however, was providing definitive 
proof that would convince a jury.

Having owned Heartland since 1993, MacGillivray has sent a Jobsite Package with 
every truss order. “I saw a near-collapse in a horse barn once [before I owned a 
truss company]. The trusses had not been braced properly. I wondered if the truss 
supplier had protected itself by providing proper safety guidelines. I’ve never forgot-
ten it,” he said. The experience made such an impression on him that he insisted 
on protecting his own company. “People tend to think this will NEVER happen to 
them, but that’s the reason it’s so important. It can happen and you better be pro-
tected when it does.” He knew that being able to prove the framing company had 
received a Jobsite Package was one of the keys to convincing the jury his company 
was not negligent.

Certain that his company was not liable for the accident and that it protected itself 
with a Jobsite Package, MacGillivray was not afraid to go to trial. In fact, he wel-
comed it. “I’m a firm believer that the truss industry has good documentation and I 
felt like we ought to stand behind it. I knew we didn’t do anything wrong. I knew 
we were going to be absolved of any wrong doing.”

Jobsite photo shows spot where truss pulled away  from 
nails and fell away from the girder truss. SBCRI’s chal-
lenge was to construct a set-up that precisely replicated 
the jobsite conditions and what was the likely occurrence 
and result.

SBCRI Test Plan
To disprove the negligence claim, SBCRI defined a test plan to determine the like-
lihood of an accident if trusses were installed in accordance with standard industry 
practice as outlined in BCSI. The goal was to create an exact replica of the jobsite 
scene in the lab.

The roof system was assembled with the three truss types in the home. The one 
girder truss (BG) 24'-4" long with a 8-12 pitch was set first and properly braced (in 
accordance with standard industry practice) to the ground. 

Next, seven 3-point bearing common trusses (A1) 39'-½" long with a 7-12 pitch and 
three 2-point bearing common trusses (A2) 39'-½" long with a 7-12 pitch were set 
and properly restrained. (See photos above.)

SBCRI performed three tests to single out the cause of the failure and to demon-
strate what happens when the common trusses were secured with hangers to the 
girder truss as intended. Each test was filmed so that the results could be shown 
to the jury. 

3 point bearing

2 point bearing

The A2 truss that broke in the field

Continued on page 20
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Test 1: 
This was an exact replica-
tion of the conditions in the 
field. The second A2 common 
truss was end nailed into a 
girder and was not secured 
with a hanger. SBCRI used 
three lab staff to simulate the 
actual worker loads that were 
applied in the field to recreate 
the jobsite scene.

During the test, the truss fell 
straight down from the girder 
truss. It was then clear exactly 
what had happened on the 
jobsite—the wood at the heel of the truss had split due to nail 
edge distance, and then pulled away from the 3-16d girder 
nails. The truss failed just like it failed in the field. The test 
showed that the failure occurred because of the missing hang-
er that should have been used to attach A2 to the girder. 

SBCRI lab staff members were used 
to simulate loads on A2.

A2 fails when the truss pulls 
out from the two end nails 
girder during Test 1. No hanger 
is present. Compare to jobsite 
failure in photo below.

Damage to the actual truss  
on the jobsite. It shows  
splitting at the end of the  
bottom chord.

The end of truss A2 used in 
SBCRI shows splitting.

Test 2: 
The goal of the second test was to show that if the trusses 
had been installed properly—with hangers installed before 
end-nailing the trusses to the girder—there was no possible 
way A2 could have fallen as a result of a lumber knot or two 
breaking in the bottom chord. The Plaintiffs brought in an 
expert to give testimony in support of the evidence.

The expert testified that 
“a combination of the knot 
and the cross-grain in and 
around the knot contrib-
uted to the cause of truss 
failure.” He said that had 
the bottom chord been 
constructed from a piece 
of wood without cross- 
grain and without strength 
reducing characteristics, 
the truss would not have 
failed. He also believed 
the bottom chord failed 
first and then initated the 
full failure. 

To disprove the expert’s testimony, the bottom chord of A2 
went through a series of “modifications” at two different loca-
tions in the bottom chord, each representing a knot in the 
original truss.

First, the trusses were properly installed and braced per BCSI.

Next, three men were positioned at the top of the truss (as 
shown in photo above), representing three times the load at 
the peak of the truss on the jobsite. Two additional men stood 
on each bearing end of the truss. This is where they stood on 
the jobsite when installing temporary bracing. With the load 
of five men on the truss, it did not fail.

Then to simulate the broken 
knot area, a hole was cut in 
the bottom chord of A2. The 
same five men climbed onto 
the truss. No failure.

Then a cut was made 
through the bottom chord of 
the first “knot” and loaded 
with five men. No failure. 

Finally, the bottom chord 
was cut all the way through 
at the “knot.” Again, the 
truss did not fail. 

The process of creating a 
hole, making cuts straight 
through the chord, and load-

ing the truss with five men was repeated to simulate the 
second knot in the bottom chord. As with the previous set 
of tests, the truss did not fail. In each of the cases, the truss 
never failed to support the load that was applied to it.

Tests & Jobsite Package Hold Up in Court
Heartland’s attorneys presented video and pictures from the 
SBCRI tests to the jury. The clear visuals from the tests and 
the summarized results created a very real-life picture of how 
the accident on the jobsite occurred.

In his testimony, the Plaintiff (owner of the framing company) 
acknowledged having received the SBCA Jobsite Package. 
In fact, he noted he’d seen it on other Heartland jobs too. 
“I wasn’t surprised. There was no way he could deny it,” 
MacGillivray said.

The jury deliberated for less than 40 minutes before reaching 
their verdict: 11 to 1 in favor of Heartland. “Our duty to inform 
is paramount in this industry,” said MacGillivray. “This and 
SBCRI testing quite frankly saved my company in this case. 
Both were crucial elements in allowing the facts to speak 
clearly for us in this case.” They found the Plaintiff and the 
Deceased each 50% at fault.

MacGillivray hopes component manufacturers will learn 
from his experience. “SBCA has done a very thorough job in 
describing the recommended safety practices. We need to use 
the tools available to us. It’s tragic that a man died on this 
job. There’s no doubt in my mind he would still be alive today 
had the crew followed the recommendations in BCSI and 
common sense carried truss/girder framing practices.” SBC

Photos of expert witness exhibits submit-
ted as evidence during the trial.
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